
Appendix I
VERIFICATION OF CODES AND CROSS-SECTIONS

The biases and uncertainties in the calculation methods can be determined from calculation of

benchmarks. The bias β
kc

in each calculated k

eff

(k

c

) is related to the best-estimate k

eff

(k

e

) as

k

c

= k

e

+ β
kc

The k

eff

calculation bias is thus the difference between kc and k

e

. A statistical evaluation of many

benchmark calculations may give a reasonably correct bias for the calculation method. A combination

of different uncertainties should be associated with the bias determination. Ideally, each benchmark

calculation should be weighted individually according to the accuracy of the benchmark specifications

and to the similarity to the application. The study demonstrates some of the complexities of validation,

methods to deal with them and includes examples. 

A calculated reference value V

c

is related to the best-estimate reference value Ve through the

reference value calculation bias β
rc

as

V

c

= V

e

+ β
rc

The sensitivities (S

vk

) of reference values (V

e

) to small variations of k

eff

are given in Appendix D.

The real sensitivity is not linear, which means that a real change, different from the k

eff 

change used to

determine the sensitivity, leads to an error. It is also important to understand that a bias in the k

eff

calculation result for a minimum critical value leads to a bias with reversed sign (positive/negative) in

the calculated reference value (V

c

). E.g., an over-estimation of k

eff

leads to an under-estimation of the

best-estimate critical mass. For a maximum critical value (like H/X) the opposite is true.

The best-estimate reference value V

e

can be expressed as 

V

e

= V

c

- β
rc

= V

c

+ S

vk

*  β
kc

The product S

vk

*  β
kc

is a bias correction of the calculated reference value. 

Verification of the calculation of reference values for nuclear criticality safety involves

consideration of many potential error sources. The Expert Group selected reference values for

110 applications (concentration and moderation ratio are identical applications). With at least 13

methods, the number of evaluations should be at least 1 400. At this time, individual evaluation of each

bias and uncertainty is not possible, due to a lack of time and other resources. 

Verification of calculation methods using the same benchmarks is the primary objective of this

Appendix I. Discrepancies are identified and explained when possible. Further, the focus has been to

determine biases, while uncertainties are left for a later phase of the study. 
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Table I1.   EALF values for all applications

Table I1 shows the calculated EALF values for all the requested reference values.

In the following tables in this Appendix I, the bias (B) refers to the bias in k

eff

. The bias correction

(BC) refers to the corresponding correction of the reference value. Uncertainty (U) is used for both k

eff

and reference values.

The identification of calculation methods in the tables is shortened. S or S5 stands for SCALE 5

while M or M5 stands for MCNP5. After S, the numbers 8, 7 and 4 refer to the 238-group, the 27-group

and the 44-group cross-section libraries. After M, the numbers 50, 5F, 62, 66, 68, 7P refer to ENDF/B

releases, 22 and 30 refer to JEFF releases while 32 and 33 refer to JENDL releases.
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Fast high-enriched uranium systems

The three applications in this group are U(100)O

2

systems for which critical volume, cylinder

diameter and slab thickness are minimized.  The EALF values are 11 000, 4600 and 385.

The number of benchmarks is too low to get a high-quality determination of biases and

uncertainties. Unfortunately, the degree of reflection seems to be a significant factor. Most of the

selected systems are bare (unreflected) while the applications are reflected (or infinite). The uncertainty

for benchmark HEU-MF-004 is very low. For demonstration only, this single benchmark is used to

determine biases and uncertainties for fast, high-enriched systems; see Table 12. 

If HEU-MF-004 is treated in SCALE 5 TSUNAMI-IP as an application, it can be evaluated

against other benchmarks. As expected, the other HEU-MF benchmarks are the only ones with high

similarities. Ck and Esum values are higher than 0.90 while G values are around 0.60. The

completeness parameter is 0.36 and the penalty summary shows an uncertainty of 0.22% due to

uncovered sensitivity coefficients. The R

e2

values showing EALF similarities are low; 0.24 for HEU-

MF-020 (some polyethylene reflection) and about 0.18 for the others (bare). 

As can be seen in Table 12, the SCALE TSUNAMI parameters C

k

and E

sum

for similarity between

the three applications and the HEU-MF-004 are above 0.90. The G parameter values are 0.84, 0.78 and

0.58 for volume, cylinder and slab. The EALF values for the three applications (11000, 4600, 385) are

very different and this shows in the R

e2

values 0.61, 0.40 and 0.11. 

Evaluation of completeness parameters and penalties were made with all uranium benchmarks

included. The completeness parameters for the three reference systems are 0.3258, 0.3831 and 0.5449.

The penalties due to uncovered sensitivity coefficients in the form of relative standard deviations are

0.1588, 0.2112 and 1.1234% respectively.

The low benchmark uncertainty, the quality of the benchmark preparation, the results of similarity

tests and the lack of other similar benchmarks together lead to the conclusion that HEU-MF-004 alone

is adequate for determining biases for different methods (input data and codes). 

The sensitivities of reference values to small k

eff

variations, specified in APPENDIX D, are used

to derive biases and uncertainties for the different reference parameters volume, cylinder diameter and

slab thickness. 

Table I2.   B for fast U(100)O

2

1

Uncertainties have not been evaluated. The example values are often too low.
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Table I3.   BC for fast U(100)O

2

Thermal high-enriched uranium systems

The five U(20)O

2

, the two remaining (mass and concentration) U(100)O

2

, the five U(20)NH and

the five U(100)NH applications are included in this group. 

The primary selection basis for the verification is the uncertainty of each benchmark. Benchmarks

with larger uncertainties (1 σ or about 67% confidence) than 3 mk are rejected in this demonstration.

The included benchmarks are HEU-MT-011 (cases 1, 3, 5, 7, 35, 37, 39, 41 and 43), HEU-ST-010

(cases 1-4), HEU-ST-011 (cases 1, 2), HEU-ST-025 (case 1), HEU-ST-028 (case 1), HEU-ST-038 

(case 1), HEU-ST-042 (case 3) and HEU-ST-043 (cases 1-3). No further weighting due to expected

correlations between benchmarks was carried out. 

The SCALE 5 TSUNAMI-IP similarity evaluations show good values (above 0.90) for C

k

and

E

sum

. G values are more scattered but usually above 0.60 and in a few cases above 0.90. R

e2

values were

not used in the evaluation (shown in tables). 

The TSUNAMI-IP results show that for high-enriched uranium (HEU) concentration applications,

the benchmark model HEU-ST-042 case 3 is particularly good. All the four similarity parameters C

k

,

E

sum

, G and R

e2

are well above 0.90 and often close to 1.00. Other benchmarks with low uncertainties

are not as good for these applications. This benchmark series is weighted higher due to the TSUNAMI

results. All the HEU-ST-042 cases 1-8 in the evaluation were included, in spite of larger uncertainties,

rather than only case 3.

The benchmarks HEU-MT-011 (cases 1, 3, 5, 7, 35, 37, 39, 41 and 43) are the only ones with very

low uncertainties. Except for concentrations, they give very good results for C

k

and E

sum

and quite good

results (>0.60) for the G parameter. The biases are checked for consistency with these benchmarks

(giving them a higher weight) for all applications except concentrations. 

Evaluation of completeness parameters were made with all uranium benchmarks included. The

completeness parameters are at least 0.591. The penalties have not been considered.
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Table I4.   B for thermal HEU UO

2

and UNH

Table I5.   BC for thermal U(100)O

2

Table I6.   BC for thermal U(20)O

2

1

Uncertainties have not been evaluated. The example values are often too low.
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Table I7.   BC for thermal U(100)NH

Table I8.   BC for thermal U(20)NH
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Thermal low-enriched uranium systems

Both moderation (EALF) and 

235

U enrichment (wt-%) trends are evaluated. The EALF-related biases are

determined from a sub-selection of benchmarks with reasonably low uncertainties. These benchmarks were

LEU-CT-002 (cases 1 and 4), LEU-CT-013 (case 1), LEU-CT-014 (case 1),  LEU-CT-039 (case 1), 

LEU-CT-061 (case 1), LEU-CT-070 (case 1), LEU-ST-007 (cases 1-5), LEU-ST-016 (cases 1-7), 

LEU-ST-017 (cases 1-6), LEU-ST-020 (cases 1-4) and LEU-ST-021 (cases 1-4).

The results indicate that the trend against EALF is quite strong. For 

235

U enrichment, the trends

are not so strong, in particular for newer cross-section libraries. It seems practical to limit the bias

determination to EALF trends only. 

The EALF values for the low-enriched uranium systems are found in Table I1. 

Even though there are many benchmarks, the spread in results for similar systems indicates larger

uncertainties in the benchmarks than what the ICSBEP Handbook specifies. All trends of biases against

EALF have a negative slope, except the ABBN-93 results. Different modelling of a few benchmarks in

the MCNP/SCALE calculations than in the ABBN-93 calculations could result in such a change in

slope. There are only three different input models involved; SCALE, MCNP and ABBN93. 

The SCALE5 TSUNAMI evaluations indicate that the benchmarks and the applications are very

similar. The completeness parameters are above 0.77. The penalties have not been considered.  For the

low-enriched uranium systems, the biases are calculated from the equations generated by Microsoft

Excel from the results for benchmarks with low uncertainties. All equations are in the form: 

Bias(EALF) = a*ln(EALF) + b

TABLE I9.   Equation constants for low-enriched U

The corresponding biases in k

eff

(mk) and bias corrections in reference value units are displayed

in the following tables for the different methods.

A study of published evaluations of cross-section validation would help in finding likely causes

or parameters for trends. Further, potential discrepancies between benchmarks may have been

examined.  The trends generated in this study are not very reliable. They are used as examples.
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Table I10.   B for low-enriched UO

2
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Table I11.   B for low-enriched UNH
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Table I12.   BC for low-enriched UO

2
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Table I13.   BC for low-enriched UNH
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Fast plutonium systems

The applications involve both fast and thermal systems and a wide range of plutonium isotopic

distributions. Unlike with uranium, the isotopic distributions don’t change the main properties of the

systems, such as going from fast to thermal systems when the distribution changes. Only trends against

EALF will be evaluated. 

As for fast uranium systems, many fast plutonium systems involve bare systems. There are six

benchmarks with low uncertainties; Pu-MF-001, Pu-MF-002, Pu-MF-005, Pu-MF-011, Pu-MF-022

and Pu-MF-029. Other benchmarks are Pu-MF-003 (cases 1-5) and Pu-MF-037 (cases 1, 5, 7, 10, 12,

15 and 16). While having larger uncertainties, they are valuable in showing trends against EALF. 

The trends of biases against EALF appear to have significant negative slopes for all cross-section

libraries, except for JEFF-3.0. This library also has the smallest spread of biases even though it is still

very large. The spread may be more due to uncertainties in the benchmarks than in the cross-sections.

The negative slopes are not obvious, considering the correlation between many of the benchmarks.

Pu-MF-011 has a low uncertainty and appears to be particularly similar to the applications. It is

given a high weight when biases are determined. SCALE 5 TSUNAMI results confirm the similarity.

The overall information leads to the conclusion that the single benchmark PuMF011 gives a reasonable

basis for estimating the biases. The result for SCALE 5 with the 27 group library appears to be high

and the uncertainty should be increased for this reason. 

Results for fast plutonium systems are sensitive to the 

239

Pu ENDF/B-5 cross-sections: the .50c

“interim” set or the .55c final set. This is important when comparisons are made between cross-section

libraries, in particular when benchmarks are re-calculated by people who are not as aware of the

differences as the users of the library at the peak time of its popularity. MCNP5 calculations with 

JEFF-3.0, JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3 libraries indicate significant bias differences between results for

benchmarks Pu-MF-001 and Pu-MF-002. This may be due to other plutonium isotopes than 

239

Pu.

The TSUNAMI-IP completeness parameters for the fast PuO

2

systems are quite high, between

0.55 and 0.80, for all plutonium isotope distributions. The penalties have not been considered. 

The EALF values in the X scale of the plutonium charts (Figures F75 to F91) were divided by a

suitable factor to allow the logarithmic scale to be used well. 

Table I14.   B for fast plutonium
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Table I15.   BC for fast PuO

2
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Thermal plutonium systems

The bias trends against EALF have strong negative slopes for all methods. Two series of

benchmarks, Pu-ST-022 and Pu-ST-025, had been found to be particularly important. The

corresponding trend lines are for almost all methods consistent with the trend lines based on all

benchmarks (not so surprising since they contain more than half of the selected benchmarks). 

The TSUNAMI-IP evaluations show that the thermal PuO

2

systems have completeness parameters

between 0.19 and 0.48. The penalties have not been considered. 

As was done for the low-enriched uranium systems, biases will be determined from the equations

generated by Microsoft Excel. All equations are in the form 

Bias(EALF) = a*ln(EALF) + b

Table I16.   Equation constants for thermal Pu

The corresponding biases in k

eff

(mk) and in reference value units (rvu) are displayed in the Tables

I17-I24 for the different methods.

Table I17.   B for thermal Pu(100, 95/5, 80/10/10)O2
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Table I18.   BC for thermal Pu(100, 95/5, 80/10/10)O

2

Table I19.   B for thermal Pu(90/10, 80/15/5, 71/17/11/1)O

2

Table I20.   BC for thermal Pu(90/10, 80/15/5, 71/17/11/1)O

2
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Table I21.   B for thermal Pu(100, 95/5, 80/10/10)NH
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Table I22.   BC for thermal Pu(100, 95/5, 80/10/10)NH
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Table I23.   B for thermal Pu(90/10, 80/15/5, 71/17/11/1)NH
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Table I124.   BC for thermal Pu(90/10, 80/15/5, 71/17/11/1)NH
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Summary of bias corrections for all methods

Table I125.   BC - SCALE 5 + 238 group cross-sections
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Table I26.   BC - SCALE 5 + 27 group cross-sections
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Table I27.   BC - SCALE 5 +  44 group cross-sections
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Table I28.   BC - MCNP5 + ENDF/B-50 cross-sections
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Table I29.   BC - MCNP5 + ENDF/B-5F (.55c for 239Pu)
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Table I30.   BC - MCNP5 + ENDF/B-62  cross-sections
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Table I31.   BC - MCNP5 + ENDF/B-66 cross-sections
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Table I32.   BC - MCNP5 + ENDF/B-68 cross-sections
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Table I33.   BC - MCNP5 + ENDF/B-7P cross-sections
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Table I34.   BC - MCNP5 + JEF-2.2 cross-sections
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Table I35.   BC - MCNP5 + JEFF-3.0  cross-sections
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Table I36.   BC - MCNP5 + JENDL-3.2 cross-sections



Table I37.   BC - MCNP5 + JENDL-3.3 cross-sections
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Table I38.   BC: IPPE-ABBN93 (ABBN-93)
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